It has been ten years since the first report for a positive strangeness pentaquark-like baryon state. However the existence of the pentaquark state is still controversial. Some contradictions between the experiments are unsolved. In this paper we review the experimental search for the pentaquark candidates Θ + , Θ ++ , Ξ −− , Θ 0 c and N * in details. We review the experiments with positive results and compare the experiments with similar conditions but opposite results. * mabq@pku.edu.cn
I. INTRODUCTION
Hadrons are the bound states of the strong interaction which is described by the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in the framework of Yang-Mills gauge theory. One of the main goals of the hadron physics is to understand the composition of hadrons in terms of quarks and gluons. The quark model is proved successful in classifying the mesons and baryons asandcomposite systems. Almost all the well established mesons can be described as a quark-antiquark state except some mesons with exotic quantum numbers which are impossible for asystem, but no experimental evidence is reported for exotic baryons which are inconsistent with theconfiguration until the beginning of this century. Theoretically, the QCD does not forbid the existence of the hadrons with the other configurations, such as the glueballs, the hybrids and the multiquarks. In this review, we focus on the pentaquarks. If the pentaquark really exists, it will provide a new stage to test the QCD in the nonperturbative region and to investigate the properties of the strong interaction.
In the quark model language, the pentaquark is a hadron state with four valence quarks and one valence antiquark as |[1] [2] [3] [4] . Because the pentaquark can decay to a three-quark baryon and a quark-antiquark meson, its width was suggested to be wide [5, 6] , but it was predicted to have a narrow width due to its particular quark structure [7, 8] .
In principle, any baryon may have the five-quark contents, and experiments have revealed the important role of the intrinsic sea quarks in understanding the structure of the proton. On the other hand, the pentaquark state may also mix with the corresponding three-quark state or hybrid state, so the situation is much more complicated. The pentaquark is easier to be identified if it has no admixture with any three-quark state, i.e., if the flavor of the antiquarkq in the |state is different from any of the other four quarks [9] . Early experiments in 1960's and 1970's were performed to search for a baryon with positive strangeness as the pentaquark candidate referred to as the Z * [10] , but no enhancements were found.
This field developed rapidly on both the experimental and the theoretical aspects in the last decade since the first report for a positive strangeness pentaquark-like baryon, referred to as the Θ + , by the LEPS Collaboration [11] . Its mass and width are closed to the prediction of the chiral soliton model [8] . This particle was quickly reported in subsequent experiments by some groups, and many theoretical models were applied to understanding this particle and to predicting other pentaquarks, such as the diquark cluster model [12] [13] [14] , the diquark-triquark model [15] , the constituent quark model [16] [17] [18] [19] , the chiral quark model [20, 21] , the bag model [22] , the meson-baryon binding [23] [24] [25] , the QCD sum rules [26, 27] , the lattice QCD [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] and the chiral soliton model in new versions [34, 35] . Unfortunately, many experiments found no signals for this particle. What is worse, the signals observed in the early experiments by some groups disappeared when including the new data with high statistics. However, some groups reconfirmed their observations for this particle with very high statistical significance in their updated experiments. So even the existence of the pentaquark is a mystery. The production mechanism and the analysis method should be investigated in details.
Recently, a charged charmonium-like meson Z c (3900) was observed by BES [36] and Belle [37] . It is a suggestive evidence for the existence of the multiquark meson. This arouses much interest on the study of the multiquark states. In this paper, we review the experimental search for the pentaquark states. In Sect. II and III, we concentrate on the searches for the Θ + with positive or negative results. In Sect. IV, we focus on a non-strange pentaquark candidate. In Sect. V, the other observed pentaquark candidates are presented. Then we discuss the results in Sect. VI and a brief summary is contained in the last section.
II. EXPERIMENTS WITH POSITIVE RESULTS FOR Θ

+
The pentaquark candidate Θ + was widely discussed and searched for since the first report on the experimental observation by the LEPS Collaboration [11] . The Skyrme's idea that baryons are solitons [38] arouses interesting, and the soliton picture consists with the QCD in the large N c limit [39] . The Θ + , if exists, is the lightest member in the predicted antidecuplet [40, 41] . Its mass and width were predicted in the chiral soliton model [8, [42] [43] [44] [45] .
In quark model language, the Θ + is described as a pentaquark state |uudds . Unlike the other pentaquark |states that the antiquark may have the same flavor with at least one quark, the lowest Fock state of the Θ + composes of five quarks with the anti-quark beings, which is of different flavor from the other four uudd quarks. Therefore it is easy to be identified from other ordinary baryons with minimal |configurations [9] . For the pentaquark states that the antiquark has the same flavor of some quark, the mixing of the pentaquark state and the corresponding threequark state and hybrid state makes the situation complicated, because any three-quark baryon may have five-quark components from both perturbative and nonperturbative aspects, such as the baryon-meson fluctuation picture [46] and the light-cone Fock state expansion [47] . Since the Θ + has the same quark constituents as the combination of nK + and pK 0 , these two modes are expected as the primary decay channel, and thus are usually used in reconstructions in the experiments. After the first report for the Θ + , the signals were observed by many groups [11, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] , and some groups confirmed their results with new data [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . All these results are briefly listed in Table I . Negative results were also reported by many groups, and some early positive results in the photoproduction experiment by CLAS [64] and in the protonproton collision by COSY-TOF [65] were rejected by their high-statistics experiments later [66, 67] . Those are discussed in the next section.
A. LEPS
The first signal for a narrow S = +1 pentaquark candidate Θ + , which originally named as Z + , was observed at the laser-electron photon facility at SPring-8 (LEPS) [11] . In this experiment, photons with maximum energy of 2.4 GeV were produced by Compton backscattering of 351-nm Ar laser from 8 GeV electrons in the SPring-8 storage ring, and only photons with energies above 1.5 GeV were tagged. A 0.5-cm thick plastic scintillator (SC) with C:H≈1:1 was used as a target, and was located 9.5 cm downstream from the 5 cm thick the liquid-hydrogen (LH 2 ) target. Contributions from protons and neutrons were distinguished by the comparison between the events from the LH 2 and the SC selected under the same conditions.
The events with a K + K − pair and the photon energy below 2.35 GeV were selected to reduce the contributions from nonresonant K + K − productions. The missing-mass M M γK + K − of the reaction N (γ, K + K − )X was calculated with the assumption that the nucleon has the mass of 0.9389GeV/c 2 and zero momentum, and therefore the events were selected with the requirement 0.90
2 . The events with the invariant mass of the K + K − pair from 1.00 to 1.04 GeV/c 2 were removed to eliminate the photoproduction of the φ meson. The events with the nucleon momentum smaller than 0.35 GeV/c were rejected due to the large uncertainty of the calculated direction. Then a total of 109 events were selected as the signal sample.
The Fermi motion was taken into account via the process γn → K + Σ − → K + π − n, and the corrected missing mass was M M
+ missing-mass distribution within the 108 rejected events. In the corrected K − missing-mass distribution of the signal sample, a prominent peak at 1.54 GeV/c 2 is observed with 36 events in the peak region 1.51
2 . The number of events in the peak region above the background level is 19.0 ± 2.8 corresponding to a significance of 4.6σ. The best fit of the mass is 1.54 ± 0.01GeV/c 2 with an estimated systematic error of 5 MeV/c 2 . The upper limit of the width is 25MeV/c 2 with 90% confidence level (C.L.). A recent experiment via γd → K + K − pn process by LEPS Collaboration reproduced this resonance [59] . This analysis based on the data collected in 2002-2003 with the statistics improved by a factor of eight. The photons, produced via the same approach as in the previous experiment, were alternatively injected into the liquid deuterium (LD 2 ) and the LH 2 targets. The events with a K + K − pair were selected, and the vertex point of the kaon tracks was required to be within the target volume. The events with invariant mass of the K + K − pair from 1.01 to 1.03 GeV/c 2 were removed to eliminate the contribution from the φ meson. In this analysis, a minimum momentum spectator approximation (MMSA), that the spectator nucleon was assumed to have the minimum momentum p min for the given energy momentum of a pn pair, was applied to improve the mass resolution. The |p min | was required to be less than 0.1GeV/c and the effective photon energy
N was required to be from 2.0 to 2.5 GeV in order to reduce the background from nonquasifree processes. For the LH 2 target, the requirements were 2.0 < E γ < 2.4 GeV and 0.9 < M M γK + K − < 0.98 GeV/c 2 instead. In addition, a randomized minimum momentum (RMM) method was developed to estimate the reasonable spectrum shape.
The best fit peak position is 1524 ± 2 ± 3 MeV/c 2 , and the signal yield is estimated to be 116±21 events. The width for the best fit is 12.7±2.8 MeV/c 2 . The smallest significance among the fit results with various background models is 5.1σ. The differential cross section is estimated to be 12±2 nb/sr by assuming the isotropic production. The production ratio of Θ + to Λ(1520), by considering the partial decay branching ratios and the acceptance difference, is estimated to be 0.16±0.03.
B. DIANA
The DIANA Collaboration, by investigating the low-energy K + Xe collisions, reported a resonant enhancement of K 0 p effective mass spectrum as an indication for the pentaquark candidate Θ + baryon [48] . In this experiment, a separated K + beam with the momentum of 850 MeV/c from the 10 GeV proton synchrotron at the ITEP was injected into the bubble chamber DIANA filled with liquid xenon. The momentum of an interacting K + , from 750 to 0 MeV/c, was determined from the longitudinal coordinate of the interaction vertex with respect to the central position of the observed maximum due to decays of stopping K + mesons. A total of 6334 events of the charge-exchange reaction K + Xe → K 0 X were selected. The K 0 S was detected via the decay to the π 0 π 0 or π + π − and the K 0 L was inferred from the non-observation of strange particles. The momenta of the proton and the K 0 S were required to be above 180 and 170 MeV/c respectively, and the K + range before the interaction L K + was required to exceed 550 mm corresponding to the momentum less than 530 MeV/c. After these cuts 1112 events of the charge-exchange reaction K + Xe → K 0 pXe ′ were selected. The background of the K 0 p mass spectrum was fitted to a distribution obtained by the method of random stars and a simulation of non-resonant charge-exchange reaction by considering the momentum distribution of interacting K + , the Fermi motion and binding energy of the target nucleon, the differential cross section for K 0 emission and actual conditions of the experiment. Then the 107 events from 1535 to 1545 MeV/c 2 with the estimated background of 83 events resulted in a statistical significance of 2.6σ. If additional selections, θ p < 100
• and θ K < 100
• with respect to the K + direction in the laboratory frame and cos Φ pK < 0 for the azimuthal angle between the proton and the K 0 directions, were required in order to remove the events worst affected by rescatterings, the left 541 events resulted that 73 events were in the interval from 1535 to 1545 MeV/c 2 with the estimated background of 44 events. Then the fitted mass is 1539±2 MeV/c 2 , and the width is no more than 9 MeV/c 2 . The statistical significance of the signal is 4.4σ.
The DIANA Collaboration, by including the new data, reported the updated result which was in agreement with the previous result [60] . The events with a single proton and a K 0 S → π + π − were selected. The same cuts for the momenta of the proton and the K 0 S were applied. A total of 2131 events were selected as the candidates for the K + Xe → K 0 pXe ′ reaction. In the M pK 0 S distribution with the selections that 445 < p K + < 525 MeV/c, θ p < 100 • and θ K < 100
• , a peak at 1537±2 MeV/c 2 was observed. In the mass interval from 1532 to 1544 MeV/c 2 , the statistical significance of the signal is 7.3, 5.3 and 4.3σ deviations for the estimators S/ √ B, S/ √ S + B and S/ √ S + 2B, where the signal S = 60 events and the background B = 68 events. The intrinsic width Γ of the resonance is estimated to be 0.36±0.11 MeV/c 2 from the formula
where N peak and N bkgd are the numbers of events in the peak and background, σ CE is the cross section for K + n → K 0 p, ∆m is the M pK 0 S interval under the peak and B i = 1/2 and B f = 1/2 are branching fractions for the initial and final states.
With the statistics of the charge-exchange reaction increased by 11% as compared to [60] , the DIANA Collaboration reanalyzed the data [61] . The events with a single proton and a K 0 S → π + π − were selected, and the momenta of the proton and the K 0 S were required to be above 170 MeV/c and 160 MeV/c respectively. Another selection τ < 3τ 0 , where τ is the K 0 S measured proper lifetime and τ 0 is the mean value, was appied to further reject the events that the K 0 S scattered by small angles in the liquid xenon but passed the pointback criteria. As suggested by the simulation, the selection that
015, where √ s is the center-of -mass energy of the K + n with a stationary free neutron assumption, was used to suppress rescatterings. Then the fitted mass is 1538±2 MeV/c 2 with 99.9±18.2 signal events corresponding to a statistical significance of 8σ estimated as S/ √ B or 6σ estimated as 
C. CLAS
The CLAS Collaboration reported the observation of the Θ + in the photoproduction reaction from the proton target [68] . The data from three distinct runs with the photon beam energy ranges of 3.2-3.95, 3-3.25 and 4.8-5.47 GeV were included, and two reactions γp → π + K + K − n and γp → K + K − p were analyzed. In the analysis, the events with a π + , K + and K − identified by the time of flight in the final state were selected for the reaction γp → π + K + K − n. The neutron peak were clearly seen in the missing mass distributions for the reaction γp → π
A total of 14 000 events within 2σ of the neutron peak were retained. Then about 200 φ mesons were removed by the requirement
No obvious structure was observed in the nK + invariant mass spectrum from the missing mass for the reaction γp → π + K − X. However, a clear peak appeared after the cut cos θ * π + > 0.8 applied, where the θ * was the center-of-mass angle in relative to the direction of the photon beam. By varying the angular cut from 0.7 to 0.9, the peak remained clearly visible. In addition, another angular cut cos θ * K + > 0.6 was applied to suppress the background from the meson and baryon decays. Fitted by the sum of a Gaussian function and a background function obtained from the simulation, a narrow resonance at M = 1555 ± 1 ± 10 MeV/c 2 with the width Γ < 26 MeV/c 2 was observed in the nK + invariant mass spectrum. The number of the signal is 41±10, corresponding to a statistical significan ce of 7.8±1.0 σ estimated as S/ √ B. In the later high-statistics photoproduction reactions from the proton target by CLAS [69, 70] , this resonance was not reproduced, but the final states in those analyses were different. Besides, a resonance as the candidate for the Θ + was also reported in the early γd experiment by CLAS [64] , but the result was rejected by the later high-statistics γd experiment [66] .
D. SVD
A resonance of pK 0 S invariant mass spectrum in the reaction pN → pK 0 S X was observed in the data from the SVD-2 experiment [49] . In this experiment, the proton beam with the momentum of 70 GeV/c from the ITEP accelerator was injected into an active target which consisted of five microstrip silicon detectors of 300 µm, a lead foil of 220 µm and a carbon target of 500 µm.
In the analysis, the events with the multiplicity of charged particles in the primary vertex not more than five were selected in order to suppress the combinatorial background and to reduce the probability of events involving rescatterings and the background from the K 0 S produced in the central rapidity region. The K 0 S mesons were reconstructed by their decay to the π + π − mesons. The events with M pπ − < 1.12 GeV/c 2 were rejected to eliminate the background from Λ decays. Then about 3800 K 0 S mesons with the decay length not larger than 35 mm were selected for further analysis. The momentum of the proton was required to be from 4 to 21 GeV/c. Two additional cuts, 490 ≤ M π + π − ≤ 505MeV/c 2 and cos α ≥ 0 where α is the pK 0 S emission angle in the center of mass system of pN , were applied to improve the resolution of M pK 0 S spectrum and to suppress the background from the π mesons misidentified as protons. In the mass region above 1550 MeV/c 2 , the selection p K 0 S ≤ p p was used to suppress the background from the Σ * + resonances. In the region 1.
2 , a resonance of M = 1526 ± 3 ± 3 MeV/c 2 and Γ < 24 MeV/c 2 is observed. Within the mass window ∆M = 45 MeV/c 2 , the signal number estimated by the simulation is 50 above the background of 78 events, corresponding to a statistical significance of 5.6σ estimated as S/ √ B. The total cross section for Θ + production in proton-nucleus interactions is estimated to be 30-120 µb with the detection efficiency of 0.07% for the Θ + baryon. The SVD Collaboration updated their results by analyzing two different samples of K 0 S events [63] . For the first analysis, the events with the multiplicity not more than seven and the K 0 S decay length less than 35 mm were selected. In the pK 0 S invariant mass spectrum, a clear excess at M = 1522 ± 3 MeV/c 2 with 205 signal over 1050 events is observed. With two additional cuts, 3 < p p < 10GeV/c and the number of tracks associated with the primary vertex N tracks > 4, applied, there are 118 signals over 162 background events in the window from 1500 to 1540 MeV/c 2 , corresponding to a statistical significance of 9.2σ estimated as S/ √ B. The upper limit on the intrinsic width is estimated as 14 MeV/c 2 with 95% C.L.. For the second analysis, the events with the multiplicity not more than six and the K 0 S decay length from 35 to 600 mm were selected. The candidates with M pπ − < 1.12 GeV/c 2 were rejected, and a selection on the proton momentum 8 < p p < 15GeV/c was applied. In the pK 0 S invariant mass spectrum, an enhancement at M = 1523.6 ± 3.1 with 187 signals over 940 background events is observed, corresponding to a statistical significance of 6.0σ estimated as S/ √ B. This resonance was verified not to be a reflection from other resonances.
E. HERMES
A signal for a exotic baryon state as Θ + candidate was reported by the HERMES Collaboration in the quasi-real photoproduction on the deuterium gas target through the pK [50] . The data were obtained with the 27.6 GeV positron beam of the HERA storage ring at DESY.
The events with a π + π − pair and a coincident proton tracks were selected, and the momenta of the protons and the pions were restricted to 4-9 GeV/c and 1-15 GeV/c respectively. Due to the intrinsic tracking resolution, the selections that the minimum distance of approach between two pion tracks was less tan 1 cm, the minimum distance of approach between the proton and the reconstructed K 0 S tracks was less than 6 mm, the radial distance of the production vertex from the positron beam axis was less than 4 mm, the z coordinate of the vertex along the beam direction was −18 < z < 18 cm within the ±20 cm long target and the K 0 S decay length was greater than 7 cm, were required. To suppress the background from Λ decays, the events with M pπ − within M Λ ± 2σ observed in this experiment were rejected. In addition, the M π + π − was required to be within ±2σ of the K 0 S peak. In the analysis for the Θ + , two different fits were applied with the background estimated in three different models, and the results consisted with each other. Among these results, the number of signals is 52-74 over the background of 144-158 events. The mass of the resonance is M = 1528 ± 2.6 ± 2.1 MeV/c 2 , and the extracted intrinsic width is Γ = 17 ± 9 ± 3 MeV/c 2 . The statistical significance is 4.2-6.3σ estimated as S/ √ B and 3.4-4.3σ estimated as S/δS, where the δS is its fully correlated uncertainty. By taking the acceptance and the branching ratio to pK 0 S as 0.05% and 25%, the photoproduction cross section was estimated to be from 100 to 220 nb ± 25%, corresponding to the ratio of the Θ + cross section to that of the Λ(1520) between 1.6 and 3.5. Besides, the observed Θ + is likely to be an isoscalar due to the absence of a resonance in pK + invariant mass spectrum.
F. SAPHIR
The resonance as Θ + candidate was reported by the SAPHIR Collaboration through the photoproduction reaction
. The data were taken in 1997 and 1998 with a trigger requiring at least two charged particles and the SAPHIR detector at the Bonn Electron Stretcher Accelerator (ELSA). The photons were produced from the ELSA electron beam via bremsstrahlung in a copper foil radiator. The minimum momenta of the detected charged pions and the protons were 50 and 150 GeV/c.
In this experiment, the Θ + resonance was analyzed through the reactions γp
The events that passed any of the hypotheses, γp → pπ
were rejected. Two cuts 480 < M π + π − < 518 MeV/c 2 and cos θ K 0 S > 0.5, where the θ K 0 S was the K 0 S production angle in the center-of-mass frame, were applied. The contamination of Λ(1520) in the nK + invariant mass spectrum was reduced by the second cut. A clear signal in the nK + invariant spectrum is observed at M = 1540 ± 4 ± 2 MeV/c 2 with 63 ± 13 signal events, corresponding to a statistical significance of 4.8σ estimated as S/ √ S + B. By counting the four bins around the Θ + center, the number of the signal is 55 over a background of 56 events. The upper limit on the width is 25 MeV with 90% C.L.. The photoproduction cross section for the Θ + is estimated to be about 300 nb from the number of events observed in the full angular range. In addition, due to the absence of a signal at expected strength in the pK + invariant mass spectrum in the reaction γp → pK + K − , the observed Θ + is likely to be an isoscalar.
G. ITEP
Several resonances in the pK 0 S invariant mass spectrum were observed from the old neutrino bubble chambers data by the ITEP scientists [52, 53] . The database comprised 120 000 ν µ andν µ induced charge-current (CC) events collected both in the BEBC experiments WA21 filled with hydrogen, WA25 filled with deuterium and WA59 filled with neon-hydrogen mix at CERN and in the experiments E180 and E632 filled with neon-hydrogen mix at FermiLab.
In the analysis, any additional proton was required to be soft with the momentum less than 400 MeV/c. The longitudinal momentum of the pK 0 S system was required to be less than 2.5 GeV/c. The background of the M pK 0 S distribution was estimated by randomly pairing a K 0 S and a proton from two events in the same ν µ orν µ subsample. With the deuterium and neon data combined, the masses of the three resonances observed in M pK 0 S spectrum are 1532.2 ± 1.3 MeV/c 2 with 32 ± 7 signals, 1577.7 ± 1.9 MeV/c 2 with 31 ± 7 signals and 1658.6 ± 4.4 MeV/c 2 with 33 ± 10 signals, and the significance levels are 7.1σ, 5.0σ and 4.5σ respectively. The observed widths of the 1532 and 1578 MeV/c 2 resonances are restricted to be less than 12 and 23 MeV/c 2 with 90% C.L.. However, no signals were detected in the free protons data.
H. ZEUS
A resonance in K 0 S p and K 0 Sp invariant mass spectrum was observed by the ZEUS Collaboration in the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiment [54] . The data were collected with the ZEUS detector at HERA from 1996 to 2000. The center-of-mass energy was 300 GeV and 318 GeV for e + p scatterings and was 318 GeV for e − p scatterings. The events were selected with the requirements that the exchanged photon virtuality Q 2 ≥ 1 GeV 2 , the corrected energy of the scattered electron or positron E e ′ ≥ 8.5 GeV, 35 ≤ δ = E i (1−cos θ i ) ≤ 60 GeV where E i is the energy of the i-th calorimeter cell and θ i is the polar angle, the Bjorken scaling variable y reconstructed using the electron method y e ≤ 0.95 and that reconstructed using the Jacquet-Blondel (JB) method y JB ≥ 0.01, and the vertex position |z| ≤ 50 cm. The tracks were required to pass through not less than five central tracking detector (CTD) superlayers and to have transverse momenta larger than 0.15 GeV/c and pseudorapidity in the laboratory frame |η| ≤ 1.75.
The candidates for K 
I. JINR
Several resonances in the nK + invariant mass spectrum were reported in a neutron experiment at Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) [55] through the reaction np → npK + K − . The data were obtained in an exposure of a 1-m H 2 bubble chamber of the Vekster and Baldin Laboratory of High Energies (LHE) at JINR to a quasimonochromatic neutron beam. The momenta of the neutrons of the selected events were p n = 5.20 ± 0.12GeV/c.
In the analysis, the background curves were taken in the Legendre polynomial form and the resonance curves were taken in the Breit-Wigner form. A resonance at M = 1541 MeV/c 2 as well as other resonances was observed in M nK + spectrum with either the sample of 1558 events under the condition | cos θ * n | > 0. 85 
Including the other resonances of lower statistical significance, the spins of these resonances are analyzed to be 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2 respectively using the formula for the rotational bands M J = M 0 + J(J + 1)/2I, where the M 0 and I are the mass and the inertia moment of the soliton.
More than one S = +1 pentaquark-like narrow resonances were also reported in pK 0 S invariant mass spectrum via the reaction pC 3 H 8 → pK 
J. E522
The E522 experiment at the K2 beam line of the KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron was performed to search for the pentaquark candidate Θ + via the reaction π − p → K − X [57] . In this experiment, a scintillation fiber ((CH) n ) and a bulk of polyethylene ((CH 2 ) n ) were used as the targets. The π − beam of 1.87 GeV/c was irradiated to both the targets, and the π − beam of 1.92 GeV/c was irradiated to the polyethylene target only. In order to estimate the contribution from the carbon nucleus, the data with a carbon target were taken also.
The Θ + was analyzed from the missing mass spectrum of the reaction π − p → K − X. The incident π − was identified using the time-of-flight information between T1 and T2 within ±3σ region of the time resolution of 70 ps. The π − momentum was cut at 95% C.L., and it was required to be in the interval from 1.8 to 2.0 GeV/c. The scattered K − mesons were selected by the momentum dependent mass cut within 3σ region. The momentum was analyzed using the Runge-Kutta method, and the region χ 2 < 6.0 was selected. The vertex point, which was calculated by the closest distant point between tracks of beam and the outgoing particles, was required to be less than 80 mm from the target center. The closest distance between the tracks from the beam and the outgoing particles at the vertex was required to be less than 7 mm in order to eliminate the rescatterings.
A peak is observed at M = 1530 
K. OBELIX
A resonance was observed as the Θ + by reanalyzing the antiproton 4 He annihilation data collected by the OBELIX Collaboration [58] . In the experiment, the antiproton beam with the momentum of 200 MeV/c was extracted from the LEAR at CERN and slowed down in the 4 He target. The Θ + was searched for through the pK 0 S decay mode in four channelsp In the analysis, the K 0 S was identified via the π + π − with the invariant mass within 495 ± 20 MeV/c 2 . For the pπ − π − π + π + final state, the Θ + might present only in the events with two K 0 S . Then two peaks were observed in the M pπ + π − spectrum at 1500 and 1550 MeV/c 2 , and the latter one was associated to the Θ + . For the other three final states, the similar structure was also observed in the M pπ + π − spectrum but low statistics.
The fitted mass of the resonance is 1560.0 ± 3.7 MeV/c 2 with 46 or 59 signal events under the peak depending on the fitting ways. The Gaussian width is 10.76 ± 4.51 MeV/c 2 which is equal to the resolution 9.3 MeV/c 2 , and therefore the intrinsic width is narrow. The statistical significance is 2.7σ estimated as S/ √ S + 2B. It is not sufficient to be claimed as an evidence. 
III. EXPERIMENTS WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS FOR Θ +
Although many experimental results supported the existence of the Θ + , null results were also reported by many groups especially in high energy experiments as briefly listed in the Table II . Two collaborations, the CLAS and the COSY-TOF, who had observed the signals in their early experiments, failed to reproduce the Θ + signals in their improved high statistics experiments [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . This makes the existence of the Θ + a puzzle. Therefore the production mechanism and the analysis method should be investigated and reexamined.
A. Photoproduction experiments
A series of experiments were carried out at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility with the CLAS detector and the Hall-B photon tagging system to search for the Θ + baryon via exclusive photoproduction processes [64, 66, [68] [69] [70] [71] . In these experiments, the LD 2 target [64, 66, 71] and the LH 2 target [68] [69] [70] were used, and the energy of the photon beam was of several GeV.
In the early γd experiment [64] , a peak was observed in the invariant mass spectrum M nK + via the process γd → pK − K + n. The background from the φ meson and Λ(1520) was suppressed by removing the events with M K + K − < 1.07 GeV/c 2 or 1.458 < M pK − < 1.551 GeV/c 2 . Besides, the neutron momentum p n was required to be larger than 80 MeV/c and the K + momentum was required to be less than 1.0 GeV/c. Then the fitted mass and width of the resonance are M = 1542 ± 5 MeV/c 2 and Γ = 21 MeV/c 2 with 43 counts. The statistical significance is 5.2 ± 0.6σ. However, this result was not reproduced in a high statistics experiment [66] with the data collected in two months in early 2004. With similar cuts that the events with M K + K − < 1.06 GeV/c 2 or 1.495 < M pK − < 1.545 GeV/c 2 were removed, no peak was observed in M nK + spectrum. The upper limits on the total cross section of Θ + production in γd → pK − Θ + and γn → K − Θ + are respectively estimated to be 0.3 nb and 3 nb at 1540 MeV/c 2 with 95% C.L.. The process γd → ΛΘ + → ΛnK + was also analyzed [71] . The upper limit on the total cross section is estimated to be 5 nb at 1540 MeV/c 2 with 95% C.L..
In the early γp experiment [68] , a peak was observed in the invariant mass spectrum M nK + via the process γp → π + K − K + n. However, in the high statistics experiments [69, 70] , this resonance was reproduced neither in
The contaminations from the φ and Λ as well as other resonances were removed in a similar way. No peak was observed in M nK + or M pK 0 S spectrum, even though the cuts on specific angular ranges were used. The upper limits on the total cross section for the Θ + production in these two processes are respectively estimated to be 0.8 nb and 1.5 nb at 1540 MeV/c with 95% C.L.. The ratio for the yield of the Θ + to the Λ(1520) is estimated to be less than 0.22% with 95% C.L.. This null result also contradicts with the result by the SAPHIR Collaboration [51] via the same process and in nearly the same kinematic regions.
Based on the same data collected by the CLAS detector [70] , a narrow resonance was observed via the interference with the φ meson [94] . In the reaction γp → pK . However this result was not approved by the CLAS Collaboration [95] .
Apart from these experiments by the CLAS Collaboration, the FOCUS Collaboration also searched for the Θ + in a photoproduction experiment based on the 1996-1997 fixed-target data at FermiLab [72] . The photon beam was obtain from 300 GeV electrons and positrons and impinged on the BeO targets. A total of 72 million K 
B. Neutrino experiment
After the ITEP's analysis on the old neutrino data for the Θ + [52, 53] , the NOMAD Collaboration performed another analysis on neutrino-nucleon (ν µ N ) interactions at CERN for the Θ + via the pK 0 S decay mode, but provided null result [73] . The total sample was about 1.5 million with both charged and neutral current events.
In this analysis, the background was studies in three different ways, Monte Carlo events containing no Θ + , fake pairs by combining a K 0 S and a proton from different events and a polynomial fit to the M pK 0 S distribution excluding the Θ + mass region. No signal for the Θ + was observed. The upper limit on the Θ + production rate is estimated as 2.13 × 10 −3 events per neutrino interaction at 1530 MeV/c 2 with 90% C.L.. As claimed in Ref. [73] , two events used in the fake pair technique should have similar hadronic jet momenta, and therefore the background was underestimated in the ITEP's analysis [52, 53] .
The Θ + baryon was searched for at e + e − colliders via quarkonium resonance processes [74] [75] [76] [77] , Z resonance processes [78, 79] , continuumprocesses [75] and two-photon collisions [80] . No evidence was observed in any of these experiments.
The BES Collaboration analyzed 14 million ψ(2S) and 58 million J/ψ events to search for the Θ + through both the pK 0 S and the nK + decay modes [74] . By counting the number of events within the region 1520 − 1560 MeV/c 2 , the upper limits on the branching ratios of ψ(2S) and J/ψ decay modes including the Θ + or the Θ − are set at 90% C.L.:
The BaBar Collaboration analyzed the data at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e + e − storage ring at SLAC with the center-of-mass energy at or just below the Υ(4S) resonance to search for the Θ + via the pK 0 S decay mode [75] . A total of 2. 
. This process was also studied by the BaBar Collaboration with 232 million BB decays [77] . No resonance was observed in the mass region 1520-1550 MeV/c 2 either. The upper limit on the branching ratio is improved to 0.5 × 10 −7 at 90% C.L..
The ALEPH Collaboration searched for the Θ + in four million hadronic Z decays recorded by the ALEPH detector during the LEP1 operation in the years 1991-1995 [78] . A total of 480 000 events were selected to search for a narrow resonance in the M pK 0 S spectrum from 1500 to 1600 MeV/c 2 , but no signal was observed. The upper limit on the Θ + yield per hadronic Z decay is 2.5 × 10 −3 at 95% C.L. with the assumption that B(Θ + → pK 0 S ) = 25%. A similar analysis was performed by the DELPHI Collaboration with the data recorded by the DELPHI detector during the LEP1 operation in the years 1991-1995 [79] . The upper limit on the Θ + yield per hadronic Z decay is 2.0 × 10 −3 at 95% C.L. with the same assumption for the branching ratio to pK 0 S . The L3 Collaboration searched for the Θ + through the two-photon collisions e + e − → e + e − γγ → e + e − + hadrons [80] . About 1.3 million hadronic events were selected with the two-photon center-of-mass energy greater than 5 GeV, and about 140 000 K 
D. ep DIS experiment
Another search for the Θ + in the DIS experiment at HERA was performed by the H1 Collaboration [81] apart from the ZEUS experiment [54] , but provided null result. This analysis was based on the data of 27.6 GeV electrons collided with 820 GeV protons in 1996-1997 and with 920 GeV protons in 1998-2000. The inelasticity y was in the range 0.1-0.6. The Q 2 was divided into three intervals 5-10 GeV 2 , 10-20 GeV 2 and 20-100 GeV 2 . The Θ + was search for in the M pK 0 S and Mp K 0 S spectrum from 1.48 to 1.7 GeV/c 2 with the width varying from 4.8 to 11.3 MeV/ 2 , but a narrow resonance was observed in none of the Q 2 bins. Even using the same cuts in [54] , no significant signal appeared. The upper limit at 95% C.L. on the production cross section is 120-360 pb depending on the mass between 1.48 and 1.7 GeV/c 2 with the assumption that B(Θ + → pK 0 S ) = 25%.
E. Hadron-induced reactions
The Θ + baryon was widely searched for in proton-proton [65, 67, 82, 83] or proton-antiproton collisions [84] , protonor deuteron-nucleus collisions [85] [86] [87] [88] and meson-nucleon collisions [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] , but no evidence was found in any of these experiments.
An exclusive measurement in pp collisions for the Θ + was first performed by the COSY-TOF Collaboration [65] . The data were taken from the production runs in 2000 and 2002 with a beam momentum of 2.95 GeV/c injected into the LH 2 target. The Θ + was searched for in the process pp → Σ + K 0 p, where the K 0 was reconstructed from a π + π − pair as the K 0 S and the Σ + was reconstructed from the delayed decay into a nπ + pair. A smooth background of the M pK 0 S distribution was obtained by a polynomial fit excluding the region from 1.51 to 1.54 GeV/c 2 . A peak was observed at 1530±5 MeV/c 2 with a total cross section of 0.4 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 µb. However, the improved experiment by COSY-TOF with four or eight times higher statistics and a slightly higher beam momentum of 3.059 GeV/c did not confirm this resonance [67] . The Σ + was reconstructed from the missing mass of the pK 0 S system instead. The data was analyzed with three independent programs, but no peak was observed in the region from 1.50 to 1.55 GeV/c 2 . The upper limit on the total cross section for the Θ + production is derived to be 0.15 µb with 95% C.L..
The Θ + baryon was searched for in the reaction pp → pK 0 π + Λ at the research centre Jülich at COSY [82] . The momentum of the proton beam was 3.65 GeV/c. In the analysis, the Λ was reconstructed from the π − p decay mode, and then the K 0 meson was reconstructed from the missing mass of the pπ + π − p system. In the missing mass distribution of the π + Λ system, no peak around 1.54 GeV/c 2 was observed. With the mass varying from 1.52 to 1.54 GeV/c 2 and the width varying from 1 to 15 MeV/c 2 , the upper limit on the total cross section of pp → Θ + π + Λ is 58 nb at 95% C.L.. This has no contradiction with the old result by the COSY-TOF Collaboration [65] , although the comparison may be questionable. In another fixed-target pp collision with 158 GeV beam performed by the NA49 Collaboration at CERN, the resonance for the Θ + in the pK 0 S decay mode was not observed either [83] . By analyzing pp collision data recorded by the CDF II detector at Tevatron, the CDF Collaboration reported the result of searching for the Θ + in the pK 0 S mode [84] . Based on the data from different trigger paths, the upper limits on the Θ + yield are 89 and 76 at 90% C.L., while 172 and 312 events were required for the 3σ observation respectively. Taking advantage of the a huge sample of 200 million minimum bias events of a fixed-target experiment at the 920 GeV proton storage ring of DESY, the HERA-B Collaboration searched for the Θ + in the pK 0 S decays [85] . The data were taken at mid-rapidity on the carbon, titanium and tungsten targets during The PHENIX Collaboration searched for the anti-baryon Θ − via the K −n channel by analyzing the dAu data at the nucleon center-of-mass energy of 200 GeV at RHIC [87] . The anti-neutrons were detected through the annihilation signals. The momentum of the K − was required to be less than 1.5 GeV/c. After the timing correction applied, no statistically significant peak was observed around 1540 MeV/c 2 . The HyperCP Collaboration searched for the Θ + in an experiment that a charged secondary beam produced by the 800 GeV protons interacting in a copper target [88] . The beam with the momentum of 120-220 GeV/c was a mixture of mainly protons and π + as well as about 5% K + . The events with Λ → pπ − or K + → π + π + π − were removed. In the selected sample of 106 000 pK 0 S andpK 0 S events, no resonance was found around 1540 MeV/c 2 . The upper limit on the ratio of the Θ + events in the sample is 0.3% at 90% C.L.. Based on the data from the Large Acceptance Superconducting Solenoid (LASS) spectrometer facility at SLAC, the Θ + was searched for in the reaction K + p → K + nπ + with 11 GeV/c K + beam and the LH 2 target [90] . With the assumption that B(Θ + → nK + ) = 50%, a narrow resonance for Θ + was forbidden in this analysis. Using the data of low momentum kaons secondary interacting with the material of the detector, the Belle Collaboration searched for the Θ + in an inclusive and an exclusive processes [93] . The data were collected at and 60 MeV below the Υ(4S) resonance at the KEKB. The probable momentum of the kaon was 0.6 GeV/c. For the inclusive production, no peak was observed in the M pK 0 S spectrum. The upper limit on the ratio of the yield of Θ + to Λ(1520) is 2.5% at 90% C.L. with the assumption that B(Θ + → pK 0 S ) = 25%. For the exclusive reaction K + n → pK 0 S , no signal for the Θ + was found either. The upper limit on the width Γ(K + n → Θ + → pK 0 S ) estimated as Eq. (1) is 0.64 MeV/c 2 at M = 1539 MeV/c 2 at 90% C.L.. This upper limit does not contradict with the new result by the DIANA [61, 62] .
The WA89 Collaboration performed the only Σ − hyperon induced experiment to search for the Θ + . The data were collected in 1993 and 1994 at CERN [89] . The hyperon beam had a mean momentum of 340 GeV/c and a momentum spread of σ(p)/p = 9%. The carbon and copper targets were used. Within the pK 0 S sample of 5.2 million events, no resonance was found around the mass 1540 MeV/c 2 . The upper limit on the production cross section times the branching ratio to pK 0 S is 1.8 µb per nucleon in the region x F > 0.05 at 99% C.L., and the limit on the differential cross section dσ · B(pK 0 S )/dx F is 18 µb for 0.05 < x F < 0.15. The Θ + was searched for via the reaction K + p → π + X in the E559 experiment at the K6 beam line of the KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron [91] . The K + beam had a central momentum of 1.2 GeV/c. In total, the number of the selected irradiated K + was 3.31 billion collected in one month in June 2005 and 2.17 billion collected in two weeks in December 2005. The LH 2 target was used. In the missing mass spectrum of the π + , no peak was observed. The upper limit on the differential cross section averaged over 2-22
• in the laboratory frame is 3.5 µb/sr at 90% C.L.. The Θ + was searched for in a very recent E19 experiment with the K1.8 beam line in the Hadron Facility at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) via the reaction π − p → K − X [92] . The π − beam with the momentum of 1.92 GeV/c was incident on the LH 2 target. No resonance for theΘ + was observed in the missing mass spectrum in the region 1510-1550 GeV/c 2 . The upper limit on the differential cross section averaged over 2-15
• in the laboratory frame is 0.26 µb/sr at 90% C.L..
IV. THE NON-STRANGE PENTAQUARK STATE
If the S = +1 pentaquark state Θ + exists, the existence of a SU (3) flavor multiplet is implied. Since the mass of the observed Θ + candidate is close to the predicted value of the lightest member of the antidecuplet in the chiral soliton model [8] , the non-strange members in the antidecuplet are of high interest. The neutral state N * was predicted to be a P 11 nucleon-like resonance around 1680 MeV/c 2 with a narrow width. As suggested in the Ref. [96] , it can be probed in the reactions γn → ηn and γn → KΛ. Besides an enhancement of the cross section of the reaction γn → ηn with respect to that of the reaction γp → ηp was predicted in this model.
With the analysis of the data collected at the GRAAL facility in 2002, a candidate for the N * was reported [97, 98] . In this analysis, both the quasi-free γn → ηn and γp → ηp were explored using a deuteron target. The η was reconstructed via two photons. The recoil nucleons emitted at forward angles with θ lab < 23
• and emitted at central angles with θ lab > 26
• were detected. A cut on the missing mass of the η was imposed to reject the background from the reaction γN → ηXN . For the γn reaction, a bump was observed in both the invariant mass M ηn and the photon nucleon center-of-mass energy W spectra near 1.68 GeV/c 2 . Its width is estimated to be less than 30 MeV/c 2 . In contrast, the bump does not appear in the data of the γp reaction.
Then this resonance was also measured in the experiment performed at the LNS at Tohoku University [99] . In this experiment, the photon beam with the energy from 0.6 to 1.15 GeV were injected into the deuteron target. For the reaction γN → ηN , the events with three neutral particles were selected. The ηπN events were removed by momentum difference of the η in the center-of-mass system. The cross section for the process γd → ηpn had an enhancement at E γ ∼ 1010 MeV. By subtracting the contribution from γp → ηp estimated from the η production cross section on the proton including its momentum distribution in the deuteron, the enhancement corresponds to a bump in the cross section for γn → ηn. The mass and the width are deduced as M = 1666 ± 5 MeV/c 2 and Γ ≤ 40 MeV/c 2 . The CBELSA/TAPS Collaboration investigated the same reaction and supported the bump structure in the excitation function for the η production off the neutron [100] . In this analysis, the η was reconstructed via the decay η → 3π 0 → 6γ. Then the events with at least six neutral hits which could be combined to three pions were selected. The recoil nucleons were treated as missing particles, and the missing masses were calculated under the assumption of quasi-free meson production on a nucleon at rest. In the data for the neutron, a bump in the cross section was observed around photon energy of 1 GeV. The fitted mass and width of this structure with the Breit-Wigner form are M = 1683 MeV/c 2 and Γ = 60 ± 20 MeV/c 2 . In a new analysis, the effects of the Fermi motion were removed [101] . The fitted mass and width are M = 1663 ± 3 MeV/c 2 and Γ = 25 ± 12 MeV/c 2 . This structure was studied at the Mainz MAMI accelerator facility either [102] . The events of the quasi-free reaction γp → ηp were identified with exactly two neutral hits coming from the η decay and exactly one charged hit as the proton. For the quasi-free reaction on the neutron, the events were selected with exactly three neutral hits with two of them combined to form an η meson, and then the coplanar condition for the η meson and the recoil nucleon was imposed by a cut on their relative azimuthal angle as 130
• < |∆φ| < 220
• or more strict as 170
• . The background from the ηπN final states was remove by a cut on the missing mass of the η meson calculated under the assumption of a free nucleon at rest. Then a peak appeared in the excitation function with respect to the M ηn , while no corresponding peak appeared in the quasi-free production on the proton case. The fitted mass and width with the Breit-Wigner form are M = 1675 MeV/c 2 and Γ = 30 ± 10 MeV/c 2 . Besides, the N * was also searched for in the quasi-free Compton scattering on the neutron [103] . The data were collected at the GRAAL facility. In this analysis, the reactions γn → γn, γn → π 0 n, γp → γp and γp → π 0 p were investigated. The coplanar condition and the missing mass cut were applied to identify the γN final states but still contaminated by the π 0 production events. Using the cut on the missing energy E miss = E γ − E γ ′ − T N , where T N is the kinetic energy of the recoil nucleon, the Compton scattering events and the π 0 production events were further selected with −0.05 ≤ E miss ≤ 0.05 GeV and 0.07 ≤ E miss ≤ 0.15 GeV respectively. In the distribution of the Compton scattering events on the neutron with respect to the center-of-mass energy W , a peak was observed at M = 1686 ± 7 ± 5 MeV/c 2 with a narrow width Γ < 30 MeV/c 2 . In all the above experiments, the N * pentaquark candidate was produced via the photoexcitation on the neutron. Whereas, accounting for the SU (3) flavor symmetry violation, the photoexcitation can also occur on the proton, even if it may be highly suppressed. With the data collected at the GRAAL facility in 1998-1999, a narrow resonance in the region from 1550 to 1750 MeV/c 2 was searched for through the analysis on the beam asymmetry for the η meson photoproduction on the free protons [104] [105] [106] . The photon polarization degree varied from 0.5 to 0.85 depending on the energy. The events with two photons detected in the BGO Ball were initially selected by the invariant mass of the η reconstructed from the two photon, and the events with one photon detected in the forward wall and the other photon detected in the BGO Ball were initially selected using the missing mass calculated from the measured recoil proton. In the asymmetry distribution, a peak appeared at the forward angles and was replaced by an oscillating structure at central angles. With the narrow resonances S 11 , P 11 , P 13 and D 13 added one by one with the BreitWigner form, either the P 11 , P 13 or D 13 improved the description of the data. The mass and width of the resonance is M = 1688 ± 2 ± 5 MeV/c 2 and Γ ≤ 15 MeV/c 2 .
V. OTHER PENTAQUARK CANDIDATES
A. The Θ
++
The Θ ++ baryon, if exists, is recognized as a possible isospin partner of the Θ + , if the Θ + is not a isospin singlet. It was predicted in some chiral soliton models [107] [108] [109] . The lowest constituent state of the Θ ++ is |uuuds . Thus the pK + is estimated as the dominant decay channel. The only signal for the Θ ++ was reported by the STAR Collaboration at RHIC [110] . By analyzing 18.6 million minimum bias dAu collisions at the nucleon center-of-mass energy of 200 GeV, a narrow peak was observed at 1528 ± 2 ± 5 GeV/c 2 in the pK + +pK − spectrum. The background was estimated by one kaon and one proton from two events with similar multiplicity and nearby primary vertex location. Then the statistical significance is about 4.2σ. The yield ratio to the Λ(1520) is estimated to be 0.4%. In the AuAu and CuCu collision data, nevertheless, this peak is neither confirmed nor ruled out. However, this resonance was not observed in any other experiment as listed in the Table III . 
In the distribution of M D * p = M Kππsp − M Kππs + M D * with opposite-charge combinations, a peak was observed at 3099 ± 3 ± 5 MeV/c 2 with a Gaussian width of 12 ± 3 MeV/c 2 . The background was estimated from the Monte Carlo simulation. The number of the signal events is 50.6 ± 11.2, corresponding to a statistical significance of 5.4σ. However this resonance was not observed in any other experiment as listed in the Table IV. partners Ξ 0 was also observed, and the fitted mass is 1864 ± 5 MeV/c 2 . Unfortunately this resonance was not observed in any other experiment as listed in the Table V.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
Among all the experiments in which the Θ + was observed, the width was claimed to be narrow. However, the mass position of the signals in different experiments spreads in a large region from 1520 to 1560 MeV/c 2 as shown in Fig. 1 . This does not consist with a narrow resonance. The mass values in LEPS early experiment [11] , DIANA experiments [48, [60] [61] [62] , SAPHIR experiment [51] and JINR experiments [55, 56] are around 1540 MeV/c 2 , while the values in HERMES experiment [50] , SVD early experiment [49] , ITEP's analysis on the old neutrino experiments [52, 53] and E522 experiment [57] are near 1530 MeV/c 2 . Besides, the LEPS recent experiment [59] , the SVD updated experiment [63] and the ZEUS experiment [54] provide even lower mass values close to 1520 MeV/c 2 , and the OBELIX experiment gives a much higher value. Therefore, it is possible that even the observed signals do not correspond to the same particle. The width of the Θ + are not measured as accurate as the mass, and thus the values in almost all the experiments are consistent as shown in Fig. 2 .
The statistical significance of the signals was usually estimated as S/ √ B in the early experiments. This estimator neglects the uncertainty of the background, and thus the significance may be overestimated. The estimator S/ √ S + B which assumes a smooth background with a well defined shape and S/ √ S + 2B which assumes a statistical independent background with uncertainties are more proper since the production mechanism is still unknown. If so, the significance of the signals in the SVD updated analysis [63] reduces to 5.6σ and 4.1σ estimated as S/ √ S + 2B for the two samples respectively, but is still large enough as an evidence. In this case, however, the HERMES result decreases to 2.7-3.9σ, the JINR pC 3 H 8 result decreases to 4.1σ and the JINR np result decreases to 3.5σ. These are not enough to be claimed as an evidence. Besides, the log-likelihood difference is also a suitable alternative and was used by the LEPS [59] and the DIANA [62] .
The Λ produced in the inclusive experiments may affect the result of the Θ + reconstructed via the pK 0 S mode. As pointed out by M. Zavertyaev [131] , the decay Λ(1115) → π − p could lead to a spurious sharp peak at 1540 MeV/c 2 when the momentum of the Λ is greater than 2 GeV/c. On the other hand, the π − p decays of the Λs could enhance the background when the π − or the proton was paired with a π + or a K 0 S . Up to now, no positive result is reported for the Θ + production in the e + e − experiments. A possible way to understand these null results with no contradict with the positive ones is to assume that the Θ + production cross section is highly suppressed in e + e − annihilations. Using the quark constituent counting rules, A.I. Titov et al. Table I . The dashed line is the upper limit of the intrinsic width of Θ + at 90% C.L. by Belle [93] .
estimated the ratio of Θ + to Λ(1520) production in the fragmentation region and showed the ratio decreases very fast with energy [132] . This ratio is often applied to estimate the yield of the Θ + , because Λ(1520) is a narrow resonance with similar mass to the Θ + and is easily reconstructed. The low value of this ratio implies a very different production mechanism for Θ + if it really exists.
For the DIS experiments performed at HERA [54, 81] , the ZEUS and the H1 provided opposite conclusions. These two experiments were almost in the same conditions and with the data collected during the same period, but even using the same cuts the H1 could not produce the Θ + signal observed by the ZEUS. It is very confused, and probably the signal observed by the ZEUS is a statistical fluctuation.
For the photoproduction experiments, there is a contradiction in the γp experiments between the upper limit on the cross section given by the CLAS [69, 70] and the result reported by the SAPHIR [51] and a contradiction in the γd experiments between the upper limit on the cross section given by the CLAS [66] and the result reported by the LEPS [59] . As claimed by the LEPS, the contradiction between the LEPS and CLAS results is due to the different measurements. If the Θ + is preferably produced at the forward angles, the CLAS would possibly not detect the K − meson associated with the Θ + , because the most forward angle for the K − detection is about 20
• for the CLAS while most acceptance is of forward 20
• for the LEPS [59] . It may be a similar case for the contradiction between the CLAS and the SAPHIR. If this is true, it will be a suggestion on the angular distribution for the Θ + production. In the experiments at higher energy the Θ + productions will be boosted to a much more forward direction and thus escape the coverage of the detectors in most high energy experiments. This may be a possible explanation for the null results in most high energy experiments.
In the improved analysis by the DIANA [60] [61] [62] , a very narrow intrinsic width for the Θ + was estimated as 0.36±0.11 MeV/c 2 . This result passed the upper limits given by the Belle [93] , the E559 [91] and the J-PARC [92] . Therefore there is no contradiction between these experiments, although opposite conclusions were reported for the existence of the Θ + .
Among all the experimental search for the Θ + pentaquark candidate, those with negative results have higher statistics and are consequently more reliable in usual, but it is hard to prove that all the observed peaks are fakes or fluctuations. Especially, the updated results by the LEPS [59] , the DIANA [60] [61] [62] If the pentaquark really exists, it will open a new world of the QCD and hadron physics. In particular, if the Θ + exists, its production mechanism is almost unknown and needs to be investigate, whether it is a pentaquark or not. Besides it will imply the existence of a flavor multiplet. If the pentaquark does not exist, the peaks observed in the experiments with positive results need a reasonable explanation. In addition, the contradictions between the experiments should be examined in details. This will improve the analysis method and raise the reliability of the result in future experiments.
In order to confirm or rule out the existence of the pentaquark, particularly the Θ + , comparisons between experiments in similar conditions are required. Among the experiments, the updated results by the LEPS [59] , the DIANA [60] [61] [62] and the SVD [63] provide the best positive evidence for the Θ + . Therefore more experiments at medium energy may lead to a clear conclusion.
